
Professional Racing Driver and Managing Director of D’station Racing, Tomonobu Fujii applies his extensive 

knowledge with team operations and coordinating race entries to launch JBR, a new racing team to support 

bronze-categorized gentlemen drivers to compete in Japan and internationally. His network expands globally 

from his career competing in the FIA World Endurance Championship, 24 Hours of Le Mans, Asian Le Mans 

Series, SUPER GT, and GT World Challenge Asia.

JBR is designed to support the passion of gentlemen drivers to enter the competitive world of motorsport and 

aim for the podium by preparing an all-inclusive package for their success on-track in Japan and abroad. This 

“Arrive & Drive” style package, not only includes the race car and technical staff, but also the spare parts and 

equipment needed for servicing, allowing its clients to fully focus and make the thrill of racing competitively, 

a reality.
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JBR will enter the Japan Cup, a series established in 2022 to race in Japan by the SRO Motorsports Group, the 

very same people who organize GT World Challenge around the globe. A McLaren 570S GT4 has been 

prepared for a duo of gentlemen drivers to enter the GT4 AM Class from Round 2 at Fuji International Speed-

way. JBR is in the process of preparing a second car to manage a second entry in the series. 

Entry to GT World Challenge Asia, Japan Cup 2024



JBR has prepared two Porsche 911 GT3 Cup (992) for entries to the 24 Hours of Dubai 2025 in January. Seats 

are available for five gentleman drivers per car for those who want to take on the challenge of competing on 

the international stage. JBR will provide a full support team needed to compete abroad, including a profes-

sional motorsport translator. Off-track, JBR will also coordinate luxurious accommodation, hospitality 

services, and a variety of activities that clients can enjoy with their family and friends.

Two Car Entry for the 24 Hours of Dubai 2025

JBR was born to answer the needs and 

uncertainties of stepping into the world of motorsport. 

We are here to support all gentlemen drivers 

to achieve their goals to go on track and their dreams of racing.

Contact us

https://team-jbr.com/

※Livery Being Finalized


